BY THE NUMBERS

CONGRESS DIST. 2

STUDENTS ENROLLED LAST YEAR
- UIUC: 1,009
- UIC: 1,236
- UIS: 116

FALL FRESHMEN (2020)
- Applications: 2,259
- Admitted: 1,321 (58%)

STUDENTS GRADUATED LAST YEAR
- UIUC: 216
- UIC: 243
- UIS: 13

APPLICATIONS & ADMISSIONS
- Applications: 2,259
- Admitted: 1,321 (58%)

CLIENTS SERVED BY SPECIALIZED CARE FOR CHILDREN
- 1,401

OUR SYSTEM-WIDE IMPACT

90,343 TOTAL STUDENTS
58,258 UNDERGRADUATES
32% UNDERREPRESENTED MINORITIES
81% ILLINOIS RESIDENTS

EDUCATION
- DEGREES AWARDED ANNUALLY: 23,000
- STEM DEGREES: 10,876
- DEGREE PROGRAMS: 700
- ALUMNI WORLDWIDE: 800K+

RESEARCH & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
- FEDERAL/STATE/PRIVATE FUNDING: $1.09B
- TECHNOLOGY DISCLOSURES: 401
- PATENTS ISSUED: 98
- STARTUPS: 11
- LICENSED & OPTIONED TECHNOLOGIES: 112

PUBLIC SERVICE
- FIRE SERVICE INSTITUTE ENROLLMENTS: 51,940
- POLICE TRAINING INSTITUTE ENROLLMENTS: 839
- UNIVERSITY OUTREACH CONTACTS: 2,541
- EXTENSION CONTACTS: 600,000
- 4-H PARTICIPANTS: 189,000
- PRAIRIE RESEARCH INSTITUTE ROI: 4:1

QUESTIONS? CONTACT THE FEDERAL RELATIONS TEAM:
Paul Weinberger (paulw3@uillinois.edu) | Melissa Haas (mshaas@uillinois.edu)
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NOTE: Summary statistics current as of spring 2021